BIRDS
BUTTERFLIES
Near Hamilton & Burlington

&

BY LOIS MCNAUGHT

I couldn’t believe my good fortune
when I came upon a very special bird,
a rarely-seen male Indigo Bunting, in
the Hendrie Valley of Burlington. It is
the only one I’ve ever seen and I was so
grateful it hung around long enough for
me to capture its magnificent beauty.
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hen I retired, having been an athlete most of my life, I thought it
best to keep fit so I started walking or hiking every day on the many
trails in and around Hamilton. With the Niagara Escarpment running
right through the city, we are fortunate to have an abundance of
beautiful waterfalls and trails from which to choose. Along these treks
I noticed lots of wildlife and beautiful landscapes. The opportunities
for photos were endless so I began taking my camera with me whenever
I went. It’s been about 20 years now and this has proven to be one of the
best decisions I ever made. I’m having so much fun being out in nature and
taking pictures.

I’ve seen many Screech Owls over the years but they’ve always been
sleeping in the sun, never with their eyes open. I was delighted, therefore,
when I came upon this one in the Hendrie Valley of Burlington, who had at
least one eye open and seemed to be winking at me.

The Great Spangled Fritillary is a somewhat rare butterfly for this area,
and one of the most beautiful, which I have seen only a couple of times. It is
perhaps the largest (62 to 88 mm) of the Canadian greater fritillaries. They
have only one generation each year and have a fairly long lifespan. Most
butterflies are in flight for about a month at most, and many much less, but
Great Spangled Fritillaries will fly for several months, from mid-June to midSeptember. This one was found at the Urquhart Butterfly Garden in Dundas.

I was delighted to find this beautiful female Black
Swallowtail on a lovely pink Coneflower, or Echinacea.
It is quite an impressive looking butterfly and one
of many species in the largest genus of the butterfly
family Papilionidae (swallowtails). Black Swallowtails
usually live only 10 to 12 days, although some can live
up to 35 or 40 days. In cold weather they hold their
abdomens above their wings which keeps them warm.
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I saw this gorgeous Green-winged Teal in the pond at Valley Inn Road in Hamilton and was taken with
his iridescent green-striped head. I rarely see these ducks so just had to get a photo. Luckily, he wasn’t
continually diving like some ducks do, so I was able to capture his lovely colours.

This male and female Redhead pair were gliding
along Hamilton Harbour in the winter. As with many
birds, the male is decidedly more colourful and
larger than the female although both have their own
charm. I was so glad to be able to capture the two of
them together in such a stately pose.

The Painted Lady is one of the most familiar butterflies in North America. This one was attracted by the
lovely tall purple Verbena that was growing in the Hendrie Park of the Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG) in
Burlington. Its flight is fast and erratic, making it extremely challenging to get a good photo. I practise
persistence, keeping at it until I get the shot I want.

These poor Barn Swallow chicks at Harbourfront Park in Hamilton were so hungry and anxiously waiting to be fed
when I saw the parents fly right past them with no food. They were so disappointed, and so was I! This went on for a
few more times until the parents eventually brought them something to eat.
Every year these Pearl Crescents seem to be drawn to yellow
Daisies. They are very tiny and I’ve often wondered if butterflies
are attracted to colours which are similar to their own. This
one was photographed while I was hiking at Princess Point, a
beautiful natural area of Cootes Paradise in Hamilton.
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In the spring I came across this
Red-bellied Woodpecker and his mate
gathering material to build a nest in this hollow tree
in the Hendrie Valley of Burlington. Here he tries
out his new digs. They seem to be a perfect fit.
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CALEDON Fireplace

Often confused with a Monarch, the Viceroy butterfly is smaller in size and has a distinctive horizontal black band
across its hind wings. As with the Monarch, it is thought to be noxious to most of its predators. I found this one on a
Buddleia, or purple Butterfly Bush, at the Urquhart Butterfly Garden in Dundas.

Last summer RBG
featured a scented garden
with brilliant plants chosen
for their ability to attract
butterflies and other
insects. Bright orange
Marigolds drew this lovely
Monarch. I saw many more
Monarchs this past season
than in previous years.

This butterfly was
hopping around on the
grass at the Arboretum of
the RBG in Burlington. It
was a Mourning Cloak,
one of the first butterflies
to appear in spring. I’ve
only glimpsed three or
four of these in my lifetime
and have never been able
to get a very good photo
but it eventually landed
with its wings open so I
was able to capture its full
beauty.

One winter at LaSalle Park Marina in Burlington this gorgeous Wood Duck hung around all season. There was little
open water on Hamilton Bay so he was quite close to shore, providing an ideal photo opportunity. His iridescent
colours are so impressive that he is definitely one of my favourite ducks.
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I don’t often see Bald
Eagles but last winter
was surprised to see this
juvenile along the shore
at Hamilton Harbour. This
one was just standing on
the ice as if posing for a
photo. After the California
Condor, the Bald Eagle is
the largest North American
raptor.
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Going for walks in the cold and
snowy wintertime often brings
unexpected rewards, such as this
juvenile Red-tailed Hawk that was
sitting on the shore at Hamilton
Harbour. I was thrilled to get such a
close shot of this beauty.

FEBRUARY 29 TO APRIL 5

Mountsberg
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conservationhalton.ca
The Great Crested Flycatcher is
more often seen than heard, so
when I happened upon this one
while hiking in the Hendrie Valley
of Burlington, I quickly got off a few
shots before he flew away. This is a
fairly large insect-eating bird which
dwells mostly in the treetops.

This juvenile Eastern Phoebe,
a medium-sized Flycatcher,
was flitting about in the
Hendrie Valley of RBG in
Burlington. I was pleased
when he stopped long enough
to enjoy a snack and I was
then able to get the photo.

I was hiking in the Hendrie Valley in Burlington when this male
House Finch crossed my path. He was no doubt looking for seeds
on the ground as they feed almost entirely on seeds and are able
to handle them easily with their thick conical bill.
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Lois McNaught adds “I’m
so grateful to my dad for
developing my avid interest in
nature and photography. He
always made sure I had a
camera, even from a very young
age. He was a photographer
himself, with his main career
in accounting and a parttime career in commercial
photography, so I learned
a lot from him.”
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